Our Process and Management
of Hunting in Kentucky. How
are we different and a great
opportunity for your hunting
needs?
The owners of Bluegrass Whitetail Outfitters are keenly aware of the information and the
numerous outfitters available in the deer hunting industry. What sets our outfitter apart is our
philosophy on guiding and entertaining deer hunters. First and foremost, we think that whether
you kill a deer or not, the trip should be a memorable occasion filled with the thrill of the hunt
and fun around the deer camp! As owners, we take great pride in selecting everyone involved in
your hunting excursion with our outfitter. Our guides, as well as, the owners want to get to know
you and your families and build friendships. The most important part of our Outfitter is that we
know you the customer as well as we know the woods of Kentucky. Secondly, we feel a lodge or
our hunting camp should be a great environment to relax after a fun day of hunting the deer of
your dreams. Our hunting camp or lodge is a 5 bedroom, 3 bathroom lake house that has been
completely renovated and is owned by our Outfitter. We have granite countertops throughout the
house and 3 different smart TV areas to watch your favorite hunting shows or study up on the
deer you will be hunting in Kentucky. If television isn’t your idea of relaxing, the property also
has a hot tub and game room. We realize and appreciate you are spending your hard earned
money with our Outfitter and we want to cater to your hunting experience. Last but not least,
food should be great on your vacation. We have off site catering set up to provide you with some
of our best local culinary entertainment!
We don’t want to be an Outfitter that tries to push too many hunters through the Kentucky
hunting season. We limit our lodge to 5 hunters at a time (larger groups can be accommodated
upon request). This provides ample room in the lake house and avoids the feeling of being one of
many on a hunting trip. We take pride in providing every hunter with the support necessary for a
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paid hunt. This also allows our hunting guides to make necessary changes to get you on a deer on
our leased farmland. Recently our Outfitter purchased a new John Deere 4 Seating Gator with a
cab to shuttle our hunters to and from the numerous hunting blinds.
Finally, let’s talk about the hunting! This is the why you want to come hunt with our new
Outfitter. We have over 3,000 acres of great hunting land in 15 different locations all within close
proximity to our lake house. Currently we have 50 different sets and 12 box blinds set which will
accommodate rainy hunting days. During your hunt we can mix it up between box blinds, ladder
stands and hunting blinds to give you the best possible chance at killing a mature deer. Bluegrass
Whitetail Outfitter also is handicap accessible upon request. Our Outfitter has a 120” limit on
deer to ensure we are maturing our 2 to 3 year old deer population.
Our management style of our hunting ground is second to none. We realize many
Outfitters don’t manage food plots correctly or just feed corn. A 1/4 acre food plot is not a food
plot, it is a kill plot. We believe to sustain deer in an area year round you must mix food sources,
apply minerals and feed corn on certain farms when necessary. Our food plots are a 2 to 3 acre
area and will vary between standing beans and corn. During the winter we have a winter mix on
our farms to continue to support the deer population year round. Our favorite management
practice is to leave standing beans with oats growing between the rows.
Thank you for taking the time to learn about our Outfitter. As a new Outfitter in Kentucky,
we take pride in what we do and want to be the Outfitter of your choice in Kentucky. Give us a
call today if you have any further questions or would like to book your hunt today. Many of our
hunts are currently being booked, so call us today and reserve your time to come enjoy hunting in
Kentucky and relaxing at our lake house deer camp.
Email: Bluegrasswhitetailoutfitters@yahoo.com
270-580-4443
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